GENERAL:
1. The campus parking plan is in effect during the periods when classes are in session. This has been established as 7:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 8:00 a.m. to Noon on Saturdays, excluding academic holidays. There are designated parking areas for both employees and students.

2. The concept of "pay for parking" at the State Colleges is directed by the State Legislature and is based on the theory that parking facilities must be paid for by the user. The money collected for parking permits reimburses the State for costs of installing and operating parking facilities. Enforcement of parking regulations has been made the direct responsibility of the College.

EMPLOYEE AND STUDENT PARKING:
1. Parking permits for both employees and students are $9.00 per quarter and may be purchased quarterly. Annual permits (fall, winter and spring quarters) and two quarter permits (winter and spring quarters) are available for employees at a fee of $27 and $18 respectively. Parking areas designated for employees only are identified by a blue color marking. A few designated parking places are available on a reserve basis of $5 per month.

2. Metered parking spaces are available and may be used by anyone upon payment of the stated toll. Permits are not valid in metered spaces. These spaces are meant for individuals who find it necessary to bring their cars on campus only intermittently.

3. General campus parking is designated as Lots 5-1 through 5-14.

4. Car pools are accommodated only in the west side of Lot 5-2 for employees and students alike. The fee is $9.00 per quarter with a $1.00 charge for each permit after the first one. Each car to be used in the car pool must be registered. Only one car of any pool arrangement may be on campus at one time.

5. Additional permits at $1.00 each may be purchased to accommodate additional vehicles for a single owner. In the event that the first vehicle and the alternate vehicle include a two or three-wheeled motorized vehicle and a car, the "first vehicle" shall be a car and the full fees collected accordingly.

6. Permits lost, stolen or destroyed, may be replaced without charge upon the recommendation of the Chief Security Officer. Permits should be removed from vehicles when a change of ownership takes place.

** Owner may have just one vehicle on campus at one time.**

7. Limited time zones are indicated and are for the use of both employees and students with permits.

8. The entire campus is under the parking plan:

   **NOTE:** Campus boundaries (by entrance) are defined as California Boulevard at the south boundary of Campus Way; (the area west of California Boulevard along the railroad track between Campus Way and the Grove is considered campus); Campus Way at Cranaldi Way, Via Carta at Hathaway; the service road off Black Street; the entrance of Grand Avenue at Black Street; the farm road entrance at the Old Pickalina House (Highway 1), and any similar entrances unnamed herein.

9. Parking of employee or student vehicles is not permitted in any yellow zone marked for loading and unloading of commercial and service vehicles.

10. One-day Loan Car Permits may be secured at the Information Desk in the Administration Building or the Security Office. Loan Car Permits are for temporary replacement of vehicles with current parking permits.

11. Permits may be purchased at the Cashier's Office, Administration Building. Permits for students may also be purchased in the registration line.

TWO-WHEEL AND THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE PARKING:

1. Two-wheel and three-wheel self-propelled vehicles required to be licensed by the State Department of Motor Vehicles are charged for parking privileges at the rate of $2.25 per quarter for employees and students.

2. Two-wheel and three-wheel motor vehicle parking is limited to the designated areas.

3. Two-wheel and three-wheel motor vehicles are permitted to circulate within the campus only on paved motor vehicle roadways, but are not allowed within the area bounded by College Avenue, North and South Perimeter Roads. This excludes the following streets from use by two-wheel and three-wheel vehicles:

   - Inner Perimeter Road (North and South Poly Vue Drive)
   - Campus Way between North and South Perimeter Roads
   - Pepper Lane between North and South Perimeter Roads

4. Two- and three-wheel motor vehicles are not allowed to hill-climb or trail-ride on college property.

VISITOR PARKING:

1. Designated visitor parking spaces are identified by green markings and "VISITOR." Visitor parking permits are required for parking in these spaces.

2. Official guests or visitors to the campus should be provided visitor parking permits. These permits are obtainable at the Information Desk in the Administration Building, Departmental Offices, or at the Security Office. Permits must be dated and may be issued in advance and sent to guests prior to their arrival. They will be honored in either employee or general campus parking lots.

3. Use of Visitor parking spaces or visitor permits by employees or students is not permitted.

MISCELLANEOUS PARKING INFORMATION:

1. **COLOR MARKINGS:** Green for Paralegics, Visitor and patrons; black for reserved spaces; blue for Employee Parking only; Yellow for Loading (State and Commercial) and designation of bicycle lanes; Red for No Parking at any time.

2. Contractor's employees are not charged if they park in their assigned areas.

3. Old permits are to be removed and the new one placed in the lower right hand corner of the windshield.

ENFORCEMENT:

1. A Justice Court citation is issued for each parking violation. Repeated violations by any student will make him subject to campus disciplinary action.

2. New quarterly permits must be installed on the car or cycle by the first day of the quarter on which classes are held.

3. All sections of the California Vehicle Code are in effect at all times.